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NASA Advances 
Robotic Space
Exploration

N ASA’s 40-year history has generally been
characterized by successful space explo-
ration leading to tremendous amounts of
new data and knowledge about the
Earth, the solar system and its other plan-

ets, and the stellar spaces beyond. However, gain-
ing more knowledge will require new capabilities
in onboard processing hardware, system software,
and applications such as autonomy.

Initial robotic space exploration missions were, for
the most part, large flying cameras. The goal then
was—and, in many cases, still is—to send back
images of planets, moons, and other extraterrestrial
bodies. During this first phase of robotic space explo-
ration, the hard problems NASA faced consisted
mostly of getting the instruments to their destina-
tions in working order and getting the data back to
Earth for analysis by mission scientists. These instru-
ments, over time, evolved from cameras to more
sophisticated imaging radars, multispectral imagers,
spectrometers, gravity wave detectors, a host of
prepositioned sensors and, most recently, rovers.

The forces shaping future NASA missions are
shifting the operating paradigm from data- to
knowledge-gathering missions. Building on 40 years
of space-exploration expertise and previous mission
data, NASA has initiated several programs dedicated
to developing technologies to support this new need.

PAST SPACECRAFT
Researchers solved NASA’s early data-gathering

and transmission challenges with an increasingly
sophisticated set of navigation, positional-sensing,

and radio communication systems. Often, NASA
accomplished navigation by tracking the spacecraft
from the ground using large radar systems, then
uploading rocket-firing commands to the onboard
computer, which functioned as a sequencer. The
computer executed a relatively small set of real-time
programs that controlled the spacecraft and its pay-
load, cycling through a predefined sequence of
events to position the spacecraft, enable the instru-
ments, and transmit data back to Earth.

Although maintaining a spacecraft’s health
required the onboard computer to perform several
housekeeping and monitoring functions, the Earth-
based mission team made all the real decisions.
Ground stations also uploaded new programs when
the mission operations engineers determined a need
for the next set of functions or mission profile
changes. Thus, these early spacecraft computing
systems only needed to be extremely reliable and
capable of real-time control functions. 

To cope with the severe environments of space
and the often unknown dangers that a spacecraft
might encounter, engineers used ultrareliable, radi-
ation-hardened components and devised straight-
forward, highly reliable error detection and miti-
gation mechanisms to ensure immunity from sin-
gle, and sometimes multiple, faults. In safing, for
example, when the computer detects an unex-
plained fault, it simply shuts down spacecraft oper-
ation and calls home for further instructions.

Engineers painstakingly handcrafted the pro-
grams run on these machines, then checked and
rechecked them before upload to ensure that few, if
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any, bugs remained in the code. For the most part,
this strategy worked well and continues to work in
many NASA science missions today. 

COMPUTING DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
The basic architecture of most NASA spacecraft

consists of three major sections: launch vehicle,
spacecraft bus, and payload. The launch vehicle
gets the bus and payload into space. The bus pro-
vides the spacecraft’s basic infrastructure, includ-
ing the physical structure, power, and the
attitude-control, navigation, and spacecraft-com-
puting subsystems. The payload consists of the
instrument package and any other support subsys-
tems required for the spacecraft to perform its spe-
cific mission.

Figure 1 shows part of the spacecraft bus: the
command and data handling subsystem. C&DH
usually consists of two sets of computing and
interconnect resources. This dual-string configu-
ration lets a failure in any component on one
string be replaced by its twin in the other string,
thus providing for the whole system’s long-term
reliability.

Usually, the first string is powered while the sec-
ond string remains dormant. A first-string element
failure triggers the powering up of its second-string
replacement. Within the C&DH subsystem, the
spacecraft control computer provides the main
computing element. The SCC typically performs
spacecraft command interpretation, sequencing,
and any attendant data processing. When design-
ing spacecraft computing subsystems such as these,
engineers consider the following factors:

• long-term reliability in the space environment;
• natural space radiation and its effects on the

computing subsystem;
• the need for real-time processing and sequenc-

ing; and
• power, mass, and cost constraints.

Long-term reliability
Spaceborne computing subsystems must survive

for up to 10 years or more in a hostile environment,
with no possibility of human intervention, main-
tenance, or repair. Engineers who work on these
highly reliable systems have developed standard
methods to evaluate parts quality, qualify compo-
nents, reinforce packaging, and ensure component-
level reliability.

To provide a low-stress environment for the
onboard electronics, the spacecraft incorporates an
elaborate thermal management subsystem, electro-
static and plasma discharge control, and mechani-
cal shock and vibration isolation. Thus, in most
spacecraft, the typical thermal, electrical, and
mechanical environment usually falls well within
the acceptable operational range of these high-reli-
ability parts. The space environment does, however,
offer other unique hazards and design challenges,
such as space radiation.

Space radiation
Engineers have traditionally handled the space-

radiation environment by designing computer hard-
ware largely immune to space radiation’s effects.
Three primary radiation effects concern designers:

• a TID, or total ionizing dose, causes semicon-
ductor components to accumulate radiation
damage that induces threshold voltage shifts,
increased current leakage and, eventually, cir-
cuit failure;

• an SEU, or single event upset, occurs when an
energetic proton or heavy ion causes an elec-
trical transient in a circuit, resulting in a bit
flip known as a soft error; and

• an SEL, or single event latchup, resembles an
SEU except it results in a CMOS latchup con-
dition—effectively a power-ground short that
usually requires a power cycle to clear and, if
not shut down, can cause burnout in some parts.
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So called radiation-hardened components are built
using semiconductor processes modified from their
commercial counterparts to be largely resistant to
radiation—at the cost of power, density, and speed.
NASA uses these parts for its missions, leveraging
the investments made by the defense community to
establish a US-based, radiation-hard components
infrastructure for strategic military systems.

Developing the hardware and software for these
systems requires a large and expensive development-
tools infrastructure. In recent years, the defense and
civilian aerospace communities have tended to move
away from custom designs and toward commonal-
ity with commercial architectures. So, while design-
ers built earlier systems on radiation-hardened
custom processors such as the Mil-Std 1750 proces-
sor architecture developed by the US Air Force, they
have based more recent radiation-hardened systems
on the IBM R6000, MIPS R3000, and IBM/
Motorola PowerPC 603 and 750 architectures.

The most capable radiation-tolerant processor
today, the PowerPC 750 RadLite (www.iews.na.
baesystems.com/space/rad750/), can run at up to
133 MHz. Part of JPL’s X2000 next-generation
avionics system (x2000.jpl.nasa.gov/), this proces-
sor will first fly on the Deep Impact mission in 2004.
In comparison, commercial versions today execute
at more than 1 GHz and have architectural refine-
ments available in the PowerPC 7400 family that
provide as much as an additional 400-percent per-
formance improvement over the PPC750 architec-
ture. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the capabilities
of past, present, and near-future commodity and
radiation-hardened processors. 

Real-time processing
NASA’s operating system of choice for many

years has been VxWorks (www.wrs.com/), a sim-

ple, easily understood and configured and highly
deterministic operating system. VxWorks makes it
relatively easy to deterministically schedule tasks
with real-time deadlines and to discretely design all
aspects of task execution and data handling.
Relying on this paradigm requires detailed design
and analysis of software-execution-flow and sys-
tem-level support code and a willingness to forego
modern OS services such as memory protection,
process and thread handling, and globally opti-
mized task scheduling.

Much of the research in algorithms and applica-
tions that will run on a spacecraft is done on stan-
dard PCs or workstations running a traditional
desktop OS such as Unix. Putting these codes on a
spacecraft requires porting them to VxWorks or a
similar real-time OS. RTOSs tend to treat all soft-
ware as one large application, which means that a
failure of any part can cause the entire processor to
fail. Further, traditional RTOSs have minimal exe-
cution fault detection and handling capability. This
vulnerability adds to the pressure on software
implementers to write simple code and to perform
intensive testing and validation prior to flight.

Other constraints
Power and mass pose a concern on any space-

craft, especially with regard to available power-gen-
eration equipment. Solar cells, batteries, and
radio-isotope thermal generators tend to be pro-
hibitively volume-, mass-, and cost-intensive. Given
the expense of getting a large mass into space,
power is always in limited supply, and the com-
puting system receives only a small portion of the
available total. Building large clusters of radiation-
hardened computing nodes, for example, would
require significantly more power than that avail-
able on most spacecraft.
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Finally, budgeting always drives NASA mission
planning. The cost of radiation-hardened custom
hardware and the labor-intensive nature of reliable
real-time software development make spacecraft
onboard computing a costly and cost-sensitive area.

DRIVERS FOR CHANGE
Several forces drive demand for more and better

standardized onboard processing. Meeting these
demands will likely require radically changing
NASA’s spacecraft computing systems.

Shifting mission parameters
The size and frequency of missions provides one

such driver. In the 1970s and 1980s, NASA launched
a handful of large missions each decade. Spacecraft
design and implementation could take up to 10 years
and cost as much as $1 billion. Today, with mission
budgets reduced by 60 to 85 percent, NASA centers
such as JPL and Goddard Space Flight Center launch
as many as six small- to medium-size spacecraft and
one larger, major science platform annually.

Smaller spacecraft must execute these missions,
with proportionately reduced power and mass. In
addition, NASA can no longer afford the large,
round-the-clock teams of mission-operation spe-
cialists traditionally used to monitor spacecraft
health and status, track anomalies, and regularly
design and upload new command sequences.

Bandwidth versus data volume
Available communication bandwidth versus sen-

sor data volume provides another driver. Although
the Deep Space Network communication system,
which allows transfer of data between far-flung
NASA spacecraft and Earth, has grown in capabil-
ity, the data that can be taken from spaceborne
instruments has grown exponentially. Current
hyperspectral imagers and synthetic aperature radar
can generate hundreds of gigabytes per day.
Similarly, the communication systems supporting
Earth-orbiting spacecraft are also severely limited
in comparison to desired bandwidths for current
and planned near-Earth missions. With no plans to
exponentially expand NASA’s communication capa-
bility, large fractions of potential data are, and will
continue to be, tossed aside, dramatically reducing
the potential science return from these missions. 

NASA’s new reality
Ultimately, future missions will require low-

power, low-mass, high-performance computing.
Common hardware, design reuse, and multimis-
sion production runs can address these needs.

It is no longer feasible to custom craft the
software for each mission. NASA needs stan-
dardization so that a common base can exist
for at least classes of similar missions.
Computing systems must be modular and
incrementally upgradable to allow cost-effec-
tive evolution. Needed upgrades must be
judiciously developed, then provided as stan-
dard options. Furthermore, the baseline suite
of components must be easily and cost-effec-
tively configurable for each mission, result-
ing in customized modules that can be added
to a common pool of reusable components. 

New methodologies
To facilitate cost-effective application-code devel-

opment, tomorrow’s onboard computing systems
must offer capabilities comparable to and com-
patible with commercial ground systems used for
software development and scientific research. This
compatibility must extend to the hardware, oper-
ating system, and development-support tools such
as compilers and debuggers.

Similarly, NASA must take direct advantage of
research in applications and algorithms by simpli-
fying the process through which ground-based
research software becomes flight software. Ideally,
accessing an onboard science data processing sys-
tem should be no more difficult than using a remote
computer. Mission investigators should be able to
write code in the laboratory, verify that it works
correctly, then transfer it to the spacecraft. Further,
they should be able to retrieve the results of their
code for final software test, verification, and vali-
dation.

Whole new mission classes—such as small lan-
ders, rovers, atmospheric flyers, and constellations
of microspacecraft—drive the development of future
spacecraft systems in several ways. These small sys-
tems do not have the requisite mass or volume bud-
gets to support either the thermal-management
systems or the power-generation subsystems of cur-
rent spacecraft. Nor can they support large com-
munication subsystems, a constraint that further
strains link bandwidths. Finally, humans working
at a mission control center millions of miles away
simply cannot handle the complexity of controlling
these robotic explorers in real time. 

Many developing technologies could facilitate more
advanced computing and missions, including com-
mercially based hardware and system software com-
ponents and architectures, novel alternative archi-
tectures enabled by recent advances in commercial
semiconductor processes, and advanced autonomy. 
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MOVING TO COTS
Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components

offer mission developers and data users several
advantages:

• improvements in power, performance, cost,
implementation schedules, and interoperabil-
ity with commercial systems; and

• familiarity with COTS standards and thus ease
of integration and interaction with ground-
based development and analysis systems.

Although they do not pose significant challenges in
most commercial applications, reliability, shock,
vibration, thermal management, radiation, and
dielectric charging all must be overcome in space-
craft electronics. Issues of component and system
lifetimes, repair and maintenance approaches, soft-
ware and system reliability, and real-time con-
straints compound this situation. 

Former US Secretary of Defense William Perry for-
mally started a movement toward using COTS prod-
ucts in 1994 when he required that military
programs use them as their default choice. Military
projects soon began using PPC750, G4, and Pentium
processors; CPCI buses and 3U form factors; C and
C++; and modern file-oriented operating systems.
These developments resulted in the growth of highly
reliable COTS-based components, boards, systems,
system software, and development tools.

As computing becomes mission critical for a
growing business sector, demand has increased for
enhanced reliability, availability, real-time capabil-
ity, and fault tolerance in general commercial prod-
ucts. In addition to various Linux entrants, older
real-time operating systems, such as VxWorks, now
include support for memory protection, fault detec-
tion and handling, and modern programming con-
cepts such as processes. Next-generation I/O

standards also provide enhanced fault tolerance
and real-time support, such as isochronous proto-
cols that reserve bus bandwidth for guaranteed
real-time message transmission and delivery. 

COTS HARDWARE
The natural evolution of complementary metal-

oxide semiconductor processes, enabling faster and
more complex structures, has also had the effect of
improved TID and SEL tolerance. Today’s digital
CMOS parts can easily withstand severe natural
TID levels and are mostly immune to SEL in natural
space-radiation environments.

Thus, SEU tolerance is the primary radiation con-
cern in most space-based computing systems.
Although surmounting COTS susceptibility to SEU-
induced errors presents a formidable challenge, engi-
neers are developing techniques to handle low to
medium SEU rates. Serendipitously, growing use of
silicon-on-insulator CMOS technologies provides an
order of magnitude improvement in SEU tolerance.
These developments do not provide sufficient relia-
bility for the most severe radiation environments, but
they do permit COTS use in many missions. 

Parallel processing 
Several years ago, NASA sponsored the Remote

Exploration and Experimentation (ree.jpl.nasa.
gov/) project.1 REE sought to develop a COTS-
based, scalable, parallel-processing supercomputer
suitable for use in many NASA missions. The pro-
ject posed several questions:

• Does onboard science data processing offer a
significant advantage?

• Can we build a reliable COTS-based system?
• If so, what would be the system’s cost, power,

mass, reliability, and throughput characteristics?
• Will the scientific community accept moving

science processing to the spacecraft?

The project partnered with the Air Force Research
Lab’s Improved Space Architecture Concept pro-
gram (www.fas.org/spp/military/program/test/isac.
htm) to seek the answers to these questions on three
fronts. First, they asked five science missions to
define how they would use an onboard cluster com-
puter and to write parallel science codes for use on
such a system.

Second, the team built a COTS-based cluster
computing testbed that provided low-level fault-
tolerance support. They used the testbed to char-
acterize these science codes and representative
COTS hardware and software for susceptibility to
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soft errors. The team also developed a suite of soft-
ware-based fault-tolerance techniques at the mid-
dleware and application levels.

Third, the team initiated an intensive radiation
effects study to develop a test system and a method-
ology for rapidly and cost-effectively obtaining
radiation-effects data on complex COTS parts.

Figure 3 shows the baseline REE architecture as
originally envisioned and its place in the spacecraft
computing system architecture.

These early successes showed that this technol-
ogy offers a viable candidate for enabling break-
through capabilities, new science, and vastly
increased science return in next-generation space-
craft. Once considered unrealistic, COTS-based
high-performance onboard computing has gained
support across NASA and is spawning new and
innovative research proposals to develop and use
COTS-based computing in space.

Hardened cores
Architectures are being developed that use small,

low-power, hardened cores to augment a COTS-
based high-performance computing system. An
ultrareliable, radiation-hardened computer or
microcontroller is used to detect a system failure,
take control of the platform, reset the COTS-based
systems, re-establish system state, and bring the sys-
tem back from a frozen or crashed condition.

In these architectures, a typical core, perhaps built
around a Mongoose or PowerPC radiation-hard-
ened processor running VxWorks, would control
spacecraft power, communications to and from
Earth, and overall spacecraft operation. It would
also cause a reset or reboot of the COTS system or
take over spacecraft operation long enough to
weather a severe environmental condition that the
COTS system cannot handle.

Ongoing studies will determine how the COTS

system should interface with the hardened core,
what degraded-mode operations such an architec-
ture would afford, and what alternative radiation-
hardened components could be used for the core.
The challenge for designers is to design a system in
which a low-performance hardened core does not
hinder the higher-performing COTS-based com-
puting system. Figure 4 shows one such system
architecture.

FPGAs
Recent advances in field-programmable gate

array technology offer unprecedented levels of per-
formance at extremely low power, mass, and vol-
ume. FPGA designers can now combine on a single
chip capabilities that once took a board’s worth of
parts. For example, Xilinx’s inclusion of multiple
PPC405 cores and a host of soft IP for everything
from memory and I/O controllers to fast Fourier
transform engines provides a low-cost approach to
plug-and-play system-on-chip design. In some
applications, FPGAs provide a performance-to-
power ratio up to two orders of magnitude greater
than current COTS processors.

In-system reconfigurability also makes FPGAs
well suited for remote systems that require long sys-
tem life but cannot be repaired externally. Devel-
opers can use FPGAs to build computers and
microcontrollers, to implement high-performance
reconfigurable coprocessors for augmenting low-
performance but highly reliable radiation-hardened
processors, and to embed digital signal processors
in a variety of subsystems.2 In the event of failure,
the FPGAs could theoretically be reconfigured
around the faulty element.

Unfortunately, FPGAs share the same suscepti-
bility to SEU effects that plague other COTS
CMOS components. In FPGAs, however, over-
coming the effects can be more difficult. In addi-
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tion to the FPGA’s logic components, the
large configuration memories in SRAM- or
flash-based FPGAs can fall prey to SEU-
induced errors. Many fault-tolerance tech-
niques cannot provide reliable operation
under these circumstances. 

Initial results of NASA studies into poten-
tial FPGA uses in space-based systems have
produced fault tolerance approaches capable
of handling both logic and configuration
faults. Engineers at JPL have proposed inter-
facing libraries of specialized fault-tolerant
algorithms with standard COTS FPGA con-
figuration and design tools to build fault-tol-

erant versions of signal- and data-processing
modules. Other studies, conducted by JPL and
UCLA engineers, have proposed hardware-based
fault detection and handling methods that can pro-
vide real-time fault handling in FPGA-implemented
processors. These early studies show that FPGA-
based processing systems for spacecraft and robot-
ics offer significant advantages over systems built
from radiation-hardened or even state-of-the-art
COTS processors.

COTS SYSTEM SOFTWARE
Offering significant advantages for space-based

systems, COTS software can provide cost-effective
development of computing systems that can gather
or derive knowledge and return it to Earth.

Advanced real-time operating systems
Several RTOS vendors have developed products

with features useful to space-based fault-tolerant
systems. Most vendors now offer RTOS products
with memory management and kernel or applica-
tion isolation, while some also provide process-han-
dling features.

Most of these products are proprietary, however,
and difficult to modify for SEU protection. For this
reason, some NASA researchers have turned to
open source software such as Linux. Given that
many scientific and engineering codes are developed
on Linux workstations, a Linux-based onboard pro-
cessing system would allow straightforward transi-
tion of development codes to flight systems. This
would lower costs, simplify development, and
reduce porting errors. A real-time, fault-tolerant
Linux OS hosted on an REE system, for example,
would be equivalent to a Linux cluster for the pro-
grammer, but would still provide reliable, real-time,
deterministic behavior for the spacecraft engineer.

A Goddard Space Flight Center team investigated
using Linux in the FlightLinux project (flightlinux.

gsfc.nasa.gov/), which demonstrated the software
on a breadboard system. They also built a driver
to let a FlightLinux system use bulk memory in
place of disk storage. The project has plans to test
the FlightLinux build, load it onto an operating
satellite, and test the onboard operation. Either this
Linux version or another similar build will likely
fly in the near future as a demonstration.

Recently, researchers have made progress in
developing fault-injection-based OS test systems,
with fairly promising results.3,4 For the most part,
it seems that error propagation across program
boundaries is fairly limited and that most faults
have little effect. Although still in progress, this
work has paved the way for future researchers to
develop test and evaluation tools for real-time,
fault-tolerant system software. It should also give
OS developers feedback on how their software
reacts to SEU faults. Perhaps more importantly, an
open system such as Linux can be modified rela-
tively easily to provide fault detection and handling.
Thus, a real-time, fault-tolerant Linux version may
soon be a reality.

Fault-tolerant systems development tools
The REE project developed an initial version of a

toolset that can systematically and cost-effectively
evaluate detailed fault-susceptibility data and local-
ize specific modules, data structures, coding tech-
niques, and hardware-usage patterns that cause high
error rates and unacceptable fault behavior. These
tools enable a new approach to system test, verifica-
tion, and validation through massive automated fault
injection, system behavior capture, and analysis.5,6

REE also developed techniques for fault toler-
ance of scientific codes and parallel processing clus-
ters that operate reliably in the presence of
moderate SEU rates. Examples include a COTS-
compatible software library of fault-tolerant sci-
entific subroutines and parallel processing codes,
as well as an early version of a fault-tolerant mid-
dleware layer for cluster computers that provides
soft real-time scheduling, reliable communications,
and system reconfiguration management, all with
extremely low overhead.7-9

REE ported these analysis tools and products to
a range of testbed hardware and software plat-
forms, including PPC603, PPC750, G4, Pentium,
and Sun workstations, and the Lynx, Linux, and
Solaris operating systems. They proved to be
applicable to, and easily ported across, this diverse
set of testbeds. The significance of these findings
should not be overlooked. The continual, rapid
evolution of COTS systems complicates their use,
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and maintaining compatibility and interoperabil-
ity by porting tools and techniques to emerging
COTS technologies presents a significant challenge
to the use of COTS-based computing. 

In addition to these software-implemented fault
analysis and mitigation products, REE also devel-
oped radiation-effects test tools and methods to
characterize the radiation susceptibility of COTS
computers more rapidly and with more precision
than previously possible.10,11 These tools have been
used on three processor generations from four
major vendors. Data now exists not only for micro-
processors, bridge chips, and custom I/O chips’
gross susceptibility, but also for processor subsys-
tems such as clock distribution networks, onboard
caches, cache controllers, and MMUs.

This information provides insight into the vul-
nerabilities of new COTS components and systems.
The radiation test tools can be used to test new parts
in a matter of weeks rather than months or years,
allowing them to keep up with COTS parts evolu-
tion. The tools also include a model for estimating
computer system and subsystem SEU-induced soft-
error rates and types in most space environments.12

The testing results have been surprisingly good:
SEU thresholds have not, as expected, been
reduced—they have either stayed the same or
become slightly better with succeeding CMOS
process generations. TID tolerance levels, mean-
while, have risen dramatically, to the point where
TID is no longer a problem for most components
in most environments. 

ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURES
Rapid advances in semiconductor technology

have opened another path to future spaceborne
computing.13 A new method, which allows inte-
gration of DRAM cells and CMOS logic devices on
the same silicon die, could deliver improved effi-
ciency, performance, scalability, power consump-
tion, and reliability. One example of incorporating
both logic and memory on a single chip is proces-
sor-in-memory (PIM).14

PIM tightly couples logic with the DRAM mem-
ory at the row buffer and sense amplifiers. JPL’s
Gilgamesh project seeks to develop a family of PIM-
based parallel architectures for memory-intelligence-
network devices. MIND will be used for both
spaceborne and ground-based high-performance
computing systems.15 Developers will leverage this
new fabrication technique to incorporate innovative
concepts in processor-architecture designs based on
dynamic adaptive resource-management methods.
The Gilgamesh team expects the new component to

accelerate application of high-performance
computing in space and anticipates expand-
ing its use to a broader range of computational
challenges on the ground.

AUTONOMY
Advanced spaceborne computing enables

increasingly autonomous spacecraft. Auton-
omy brings with it the promise of reduced
cost, improved efficiency, and the ability to
handle larger, more complex missions by
enhancing three main areas: spacecraft con-
trol, mission operations, and science data pro-
cessing and understanding. A success story in
spacecraft control was the 1999-2001 Deep Space 1
spacecraft,16 which demonstrated the ability of a
spacecraft to plan its own mission from high-level
goals, to navigate and successfully rendezvous with
a comet, and to recognize an unexpected situation
it could not deal with and call back for instructions
rather than make an arbitrary, potentially mission-
threatening decision.

Juggling tradeoffs
Currently, downloading data from a spacecraft

poses a tradeoff between computation and com-
munication. This tradeoff must balance the com-
putational resources of a spacecraft against the load
on the space communications channels. For exam-
ple, data compression can reduce the transmitted
data volume at the expense of increased computa-
tional overhead.

Scene prioritization provides one example of a
near-term onboard autonomy computation that
would use the constrained downlink more effec-
tively.17 This technique selects images observed by
a science craft and prioritizes them for downlink
in an order similar to that which a scientist would
assign. It selects high-priority images for high-qual-
ity transmission, then chooses lower-priority
images for low-fidelity transmission or deletion. 

Onboard 3D scene reconstruction provides
another autonomy example. It encodes the infor-
mation contained in different views of an interest-
ing scene into a unified 3D model, reducing
transmitted data volume by removing the redun-
dancy present in different views of the same scene.

Potentially synergistic, both prioritization and
reconstruction are being examined for suitability
on a 2009 mission to Mars.

Precision and agility
Many new missions, such as surface missions 

to Mars and planned missions to other planets,
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moons, asteroids, and comets will be built on
advanced computing and new autonomy
techniques. Such missions require precision
landing, with real-time obstacle avoidance
and landing-site optimization. Meeting these
demands requires developing autonomous,
real-time, multisensor fusion and image
analysis at a level that cannot be performed
currently.

Autonomous, real-time, high-speed navi-
gation across the Martian surface provides
an example of advanced robotic navigational
processing for future missions. An autono-
mous rover, if built today using state-of-the-
art radiation-hardened computing com-
ponents, would be limited to one-sixth its

maximum mechanically sustainable speed due to
the in-transit image processing required to perform
path planning and obstacle avoidance. Adding
COTS-based hardware and software with an
autonomous navigation component could increase
the rover’s speed to its maximum mechanical limit
and let it perform on-the-fly, in-transit, science data
collection and processing.

Onboard decision making
To respond autonomously to short-lived science

events, onboard decision making systems use feature,
change, and unusualness-detection software to ana-
lyze science data. The software detects features such
as volcanic eruptions, sand dune migration, the
growth and retreat of ice caps, and crustal defor-
mations, then triggers the downlink of only selected
data.18 Subsequently, these onboard science algo-
rithms can trigger onboard mission replanning to
change the spacecraft’s observation plan based on
mission priorities, spacecraft health and resources,
and the situational scenario. This new plan can then
be executed by goal- or task-oriented execution sys-
tems that adjust it to succeed despite runtime anom-
alies and uncertainties. Together, these technologies
will enable exploration of hostile, unpredictable
environments such as Europa’s subsurface oceans
or Titan’s atmosphere.

The 2003 Three Corner Sat mission19 will use
onboard data validation, replanning, and robust
execution to maximize science return. The 2006
Autonomous Sciencecraft20 mission will use
onboard feature and change-recognition software
with onboard planning and execution software to
enable autonomous retargeting and downlink of
only the most valuable science data. These pathfind-
ing missions will enable even more autonomous
future missions. 

T he Advanced Information Systems Technology,
Advanced Component Technology, New
Millennium, and Mars Technology programs

all actively fund the development of technologies
for space-based scientific research. NASA also par-
ticipates in the Small Business Innovative Research
and Small Business Technology Transfer programs,
which extend annual solicitations for more general
technologies. These and other programs are funding
the development of advanced computing technolo-
gies. A new generation of onboard processing based
on these ideas will usher in a new era of autonomous
space exploration, enabling missions with dramat-
ically increased science return, and helping to ensure
that space exploration continues to expand human
understanding. �
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